ANTHROPOLOGY ADVANCED SEMINAR
Department of Anthropology

SEMESTER 2, 2012

Thursdays, 4-6pm (Weeks 2-11, inclusive)
Room: Kirkwood Village, Seminar Room KH07
Convenor: Dr Richard Vokes

Wk. 2 – July 19: Prof. Marcus Banks (Oxford University)
In and Out of the Colonial Film Archive

Wk. 3 – July 26: Dr Piers Locke (UC, Anthropology)
Rites of Passage and Multi-Species Ethnography: Elephant Training in Nepal

Wk. 4 – Aug. 2: Jo Tondo (UC, Anthropology: PhD Candidate)
Transnational Migration, Diaspora and Religion: Appropriating Space for a ‘Sacred Economy’ (Filipino Migrants in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)

Wk. 5 – Aug. 9: Dr Jeffrey Paparoa Holman (UC, English)
A private grief: amongst the families of Japan's kamikaze.

Wk. 6 – Aug. 16: Dr Zulfikar Hirji (York University, Toronto)
Framing the Diasporic Body: A conversation with Laura Marks

Wk. 7 – Sept. 6: Prof. Cris Shore (University of Auckland)
Academic Capitalism and the new Entrepreneurial Heroes of the University: How Commercialisation is Remaking Higher Education in New Zealand

Wk. 8 – Sept. 13: Prof. Linda Connor (University of Sydney)
Surviving the heat: Culture, communities and climate change in the Hunter Valley, New South Wales

Wk. 9 – Sept. 20: Annette Wilkes (UC, Anthropology: PhD Candidate)
Protestant Missionaries in 19th Century Otago-Southland: Converting the ‘natives’

Wk. 10 – Sept. 27: Prof. Jen Hay (UC, Linguistics)
Multi-modal speech perception: How listeners combine audio, visual, cultural and sensory information to understand speech.

Wk. 11 – Oct. 4: Assoc. Prof. Patrick McAllister (UC, Anthropology)
Modernising Táo Quân/Ông Táo: the kitchen god in contemporary Vietnamese life.